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On more than one occasion we have had call to wonder about the inner workings or nonworkings of the fuel tanks in our cars. As so many of you have had to resurrect cars that have
done some sitting, one of the first things to need attention is the fuel supply.
Several list members have sent pictures of the insides of old scrap tanks. At last we can see how
the fuel line makes its way down to the filter and where the baffles are.
Note the difference between fuel injected tanks and non-fuel injected. Cars that have fuel
injection have an extra line that constantly returns fuel to the tank.
These tanks can be lined with excellent results, but these precautions must be taken. Special care
must be taken during tank restoration so that the fuel pickup tube does not get eurethane (or
whatever product you are planning to use) inside. If this happens, you will not be able to get the
nylon fuel line that comes all the way from the fuel pump fed back down to the filter. All you
need to do is ensure that both ends are plugged securely.
Also make sure the tube does not get bent inside the tank so it does not come straight down to the
filter. Sometimes the plate that holds the tube in position becomes damaged by careless use of
cleaning tools. It may even be rusted away, not really a fatal problem unless the now weakened
tube is moved away from its correct position.
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Let’s start out with these pages from factory manuals. This page shows a cross section of
a tank from a carbureted engine.

Next we have the interior of a fuel injected car’s tank. Fuel injection requires a constant
supply of cool fuel with no air mixed in, so an extra line is installed which returns unused
fuel from the fuel pump. Also, there is an inverted pan shaped reservoir installed at the
pickup end to retain fuel at the pickup.

This shot of the interior of an inverted tank
from a carbureted car shows the layout of
the tubes as shown from the bottom looking
up. The pickup tube is pointing upward and
is held in place by a spot welded piece of
sheet metal near its end. To its right is the
filler air return tube. Just to its right is the
opening for the fuel sending unit. The filler
neck points off to the upper left.

Now we can see the bottom of the tank. At
the top is the smaller drain hole, with a
captured retaining nut welded to center of
the round depression. At the center is the
squarish fuel sending unit slosh retention
box, which helps to keep the sending unit
float more or less at a constant level as the
overall level changes. Lower yet we see the
ramp-like slosh plate that keeps a mass of
fuel at the pickup end when the fuel level
falls. At lower center is the larger captured
nut that holds the fuel filter. When draining
the tank in preparation for service, it is best
to place the car at a tilt towards the smaller
hole and use it to empty the tank. The filter
can then be removed without getting a
dangerous bath.

Shown here is a tank from a carbed car. There is one fuel outlet and one air return to the
filler neck at the upper right. To the lower right is the filler neck. Note the fuel sender
laying across the top near its opening. You can also see the inside, where a sloped baffle
keeps a supply of fuel at the filter/pickup area under most conditions.

A side long view shows how the metal tube that carries the nylon fuel line straight down
to the filter. Just above the filter is a flat piece of metal that is spot welded to the top of
the tank and the tube. To the left is a partial view of the fuel sending unit baffle. Going
straight across the bottom is the fuel retaining baffle. This is in effect a reserve.

The filter has been partially dismantled. The round, whitish bottom plug lays to the right.
At the end pointing away is the opening that the nylon line goes into. It is really just a
stack of embossed metal rings that allow fuel to strain through. When they become stuck
together and crud accumulates, you have fuel starvation. Many owners remove the stack
of rings and reinstall the filter body. They then install a more easily serviced filter
elsewhere. Also visible is the square captured nut. It is not uncommon for this nut to be
tightly seized. Overworking the plug to get it out causes it to spin, a frustrating and
difficult to repair problem. Probably the best way to remove a stuck plug is to drill it out
then remove the pieces. Replacements are available.

This long view shows the opening at the far end where fuel from the filler neck enters. In
the foreground is the filter and tube in their correct positions. At the top is the tube that
allows displaced air to return to the filler neck as the tank as fuel level rises during
fillups. When this line is plugged, you will have difficulty filling.rapidly.

This is a tank from a fuel injected car. The ramp-like baffle that we saw in the carbureted
car tank is there, but it also has a partially enclosed retention area that is constantly filled
by returning fuel and slosh that is guided across the baffle by the rectangular plate tacked
in place. Carbureted cars can tolerate moments of no fuel supply when the tank gets low,
but not fuel injected ones. The upper tube is the filler air return. The lower tube to the
right is the pickup and the one to the left is the fuel return from the electric pump, which
constantly circulates fuel back to the tank. The fuel sender baffle is partially visible to the
lower right.

